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The flexible and transparent barrier films, its wide applications, such as the solar cell

encapsulating materials, flexible organic light emitting diodes, electronic paper, etc.,

have attracted an increasing amount of research interests. In order to prepare high

water barrier film, high compactness, pinhole-free SiO

x

 inorganic layer and flexible

SiO

x

C

y

H

z

 organic polymer layer were prepared on PET substrate using

hexamethyldisiloxane as the precursor and oxygen as the oxidizing gas. By changing

the ratio of HMDSO and O

2

, continuous alternating structure of organic and inorganic

films can be obtained. This work studied the effect on the water barrier properties of

layer interface morphology, and number of alternating layers. The chemical structure,

surface morphology and barrier properties of the films were analyzed by Fourier

Transform Infrared Spectroscopy, Scanning Electron Microscope, ultraviolet-visible

spectrophotometer and water vaper transmission rate tester. The organic/inorganic

permeability rate was 0.21g/m

2

•day in one cycle, and the three cycle organic/inorganic

permeability rate was 0.0023g/m

2

•day. The results reveal that the defects and

compactness of the inorganic layer directly affect the water barrier performance. The

inorganic layer is mainly responsible for the water vapor barrier effect, while the

organic layer take effection flexiblility. The interfacial properties of alterating layers

has an important effect on the water barrier properties. In addition, the effect of

thermal cycling damage on the SiO

x

C

y

H

z

-organic coating and SiO

x

-inorganic coating

were investigated respectively. The results show that the barrier performance and

adhesion of SiO

x

C

y

H

z

 coated film remained unchanged even after repeated thermal

cycles, while that of SiO

x

 coated film decreased.
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